
FormLite
Custom-made lighting  

elements for interior and exterior

®



With our custom-made FormLite elements 
you can create fascinating lighting  
contours in both the interior and exterior  
of your yacht. This elegant alternative to 
the conventional rope lights from other 
manufacturers offers particularly soft,  
homogeneous illumination and a wide 
range of applications:

¿  Interior and exterior furniture contours

¿  Niches

¿  Mirror edgings

¿  Indirect cove lighting (ceiling protrusions)

¿  Steps and stairs

¿  Railings and handrails

¿  Special accents (behind pictures,  
    mirrors, objects)

In addition, FormLite elements are per-
fect for indirect and background lighting, 
ambient lighting, etc. Perfect homogeneous 
illumination, absolutely light spot free, dim-
mable and adaptable to on-board lighting 
control systems.

Technical Data

Minimum Width: 30 mm

Minimum Height: 10 mm

Minimum Length: 100 mm

Maximum Length: No restrictions

Shape: No restrictions. 
Custom-made  
according to cut file

Voltage: 12v, 24v, 230v, 110v

LED Colours: Warm-white, neutral-
white, dual-white, 
yellow, orange, red, 
green, blue or RGB 
variable colour

Required Cut Data: DXF or DWG Format

Unlit Surface: Standard black.  
Lacquered according 
to requirements

Fixation: Standard screw 
fixation

Area of Application: Interior and Exterior. 
Elements are water-
proof.

Price: On detailed request

Style B: side-illumination allows visible 
light source, ideal for ceiling or mirror bor-
ders among others.

Alternative Light Emission

YACHTLITE‘s FormLites are supplied in two 
different styles depending on the specific 
requirement of the illuminating element.

Style A: up or down-illumination elements 
are ideal for shelves or other furniture 
pieces for indirect illumination without a 
visible light element.

Minimum Width 30 mm

Length:
any shape you want,
any dimension you need

Minimum Height
 10 mm

®
Your Contact to 
Yachtlite:
Yachtlite 
Stefan Wienecke GmbH 
Dreihornstr. 18 
30659 Hannover  - GERMANY

Tel. +49 (0)511 / 647 40 0 
Fax +49 (0)511 / 647 40 40

info@yachtlite.com  
www.yachtlite.com
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